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In this paper, we study the joint impact of task priority and transmission time slot variable computing services on a novel
p-persistent random multiple access communication protocol (p-persistent CSMA) in an edge server network. The
traditional p-persistent CSMA protocol performs better at low loads, and in order to make the protocol perform better even
when the edge server network is accessed by a large number of smart terminals, we consider adding a variable success time slot
length and a multichannel, multipriority access model. When the success time slot is longer, the nodes will take longer time to
send data, which will reduce the number of nodes retransmitting data, thus improving channel utilization and making the
throughput rate of the network increase accordingly. Then, different priority levels are assigned according to the user’s needs,
and the higher the priority level, the more channels are occupied and the probability of successful message delivery increases.
Finally, the superiority of the proposed protocol is verified by simulation.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the proposal of edge computing, a large
number of end devices have been connected to the network
with the help of edge servers [1]. The edge server is the core
device of edge computing, which provides a channel for
multiple users to enter the network to communicate with
the devices in other servers. However, when multiple end
devices access the same edge server at the same time, infor-
mation collision may occur resulting in communication fail-
ure. In order that different end devices can be connected
more efficiently in the network, continuous improvement
of multi-access communication techniques in edge server
networks has become a hot topic of current research [2].

Multiple access technologies are divided into three main
categories: fixed-assignment multiple access, multiple access
on demand, and random multiple access [3]. Common
fixed-assignment multiple accesses include frequency divi-
sion multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access
(TDMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA), which
are fixed-assignment, so the transmission rate of the channel

is easily limited and the requirements for the base station are
high. On-demand multiple access allocates bandwidth
according to the length of data that the user needs to send,
which may lead to increased transmission delays and thus
affect communication quality since channel allocation needs
to be performed before transmission. Both of the above pro-
tocols are noncompetitive, and they are less capable of han-
dling strongly bursty services. Thus the random multiple
access technique (CSMA) was born, which was proposed
to solve the unpredictable communication needs in wireless
communication. The p-persistent CSMA studied in this
paper is one of the CSMA with a competitive-based channel
access strategy, which provides a flexible frequency resource
allocation scheme to maximize the utilization of frequency
resources. Meanwhile, by using conflict detection and con-
flict avoidance mechanisms, random interference in the
channel can be effectively handled to improve the reliability
and stability of communication, but the performance is bet-
ter only at low loads. At present, TDMA is more widely used
at high load and high speed. Unlike p-persistent CSMA,
TDMA divides a channel into a number of independent
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subchannels according to time, and each subchannel is
assigned for the exclusive use of one or more users, which
does not have the characteristic of competitive use of chan-
nels. TDMA makes full use of the communication channel
resources, making it possible to effectively reduce channel
conflicts even at high loads, thus improving channel utiliza-
tion [4, 5]. However, TDMA can hardly cope with the
dynamically changing network load, and the TDMA proto-
col needs to reallocate time slices if new users join or old
users drop out during use, which leads to high overhead.
In multimedia applications, the TDMA protocol needs to
allocate a fixed time slice for each user due to uneven data
transmission, and it may not be able to meet the transmis-
sion needs of users. In contrast, CSMA performs better in
edge server networks with uneven data transmission because
the CSMA protocol is more flexible and can dynamically
select the appropriate transmission rate according to net-
work demand. Therefore, it becomes especially important to
improve the CSMA protocol so that it can provide relatively
reliable quality of service even under high load conditions.

2. Related Work

This section highlights current improvements to the CSMA
protocol and proposes solutions for improving throughput
rates.

In the literature [6], an improved CSMA/CA algorithm
for powerline-wireless collaborative communication was
proposed for hybrid powerline and wireless networks. The
algorithm was compatible with the CSMA/CA algorithm in
the existing standards IEEE 1901 and 802.11 and used a
two-choice approach for powerline and wireless line idle.
The results showed that cooperative communication
generally outperforms single-media communication, and
throughput performance can be further improved by config-

uring optimal parameters. However, the system model was
based on the decoupling assumption. In practical applica-
tions, sites were mostly coupled to each other, so the
application of this protocol had some limitations.

The authors in [7] proposed a hybrid protocol H-
MMAC protocol based on representatives of three multi-
channel MAC protocols: dynamic channel assignment
(DCA [8]) strategy, multichannel MAC (MMAC [9]), and
pipeline multichannel MAC (π-Mc [10]). The hybrid proto-
col H-MMAC protocol allowed nodes to transmit data
packets during the ATIM window, while other nodes tried
to negotiate the data channel, which in turn improved the
aggregated throughput of the network. However, in the case
of multiple channels, if nodes had data to transmit, they
must switch the channel from the default channel to the
agreed channel and then back to the default channel, which
would consume more energy, and the node energy utiliza-
tion was not high.

In the literature [11], the authors investigated a trans-
mission power control MAC protocol (STPC-MAC) based
on the optimization algorithm proposed in [12, 13] for joint
rate and power control in wireless networks without inter-
ruption constraints. This scheme improved the spatial reuse
rate while guaranteeing the SINR at the receiver side. How-
ever, due to the need to frequently adjust the transmit
power, STPC-MAC introduces time delays, which affected
the performance of the system affecting real-time applica-
tions. When multiple users perform power adjustment at
the same time, it led to system oscillation or instability. In
Table 1, we plot the parameters included in the references
analyzed above.

The research methods proposed in the above literature
for power systems and traditional wireless networks have
improved the system throughput rate to some extent, but
these improvements are somewhat targeted. They are not

Table 1: Table of parameters in the literature.

Literature Parameter Meaning

[6]

m Number of avoidance phases

N Number of stations

τi Transmission probability of a site in any time slot of the fallback phase i

P Probability of conflict

PE Probability of channel idleness

[7]

ATIM Ad hoc traffic indication messages

Neighbor information list NIL

Preferable channel list PCL

[11]

PS
t The transmission power of node S

PS
r The receiving power from node S at node R

Gt, Gr Antenna gains of transmitter and receiver

ht, hr The heights of the transmit and receive antennas

d Distance between transmitter and receiver

α Path loss coefficient with range of 2-4

L Other losses: assume L = 1 here, then c is constant
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applicable in edge server networks where the number of
access users is relatively large and complex. In order to solve
the problem of low throughput rate of the edge server
network under high load, we propose a three-time slot
P-CSMA protocol with variable success time with multi-
priority, which solves the problem of low throughput rate
of the traditional time-slot CSMA protocol on the one hand;
on the other hand, by dividing the multipriority of transmis-
sion information, we can provide different number of access
edge servers for users with different priorities, thus reducing
the information packet transmission failure and improving
the throughput rate of the system. The edge service working
diagram is shown in Figure 1.

The structure of this paper is as follows: the first part
introduces the principle and channel model of the improved
protocol and derives the throughput rate, idle rate, and col-
lision rate of the improved protocol, respectively; the second
part introduces in detail the principle and channel model of
multipriority access to communication channels and then
derives the throughput rate of different priorities in the
channel; the third part introduces the principle of channel
delay and analyzes the average channel delay for single chan-
nel and multichannel. In the fourth part, experimental sim-
ulations are conducted for the theoretical derivation of the
first three parts, and the simulations are analyzed for low
and high load volumes. Comparison experiments between

Network A

Network B

Network
edge

device

User

Router

Edge
device

Figure 1: Edge server working diagram.
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the new improved protocol and other communication pro-
tocols are also included.

Finally, the whole paper is summarized.

3. Analysis of Performance

3.1. Protocol Principle. The three-time slot P-CSMA protocol
with variable success length with multiple priorities is based
on the traditional nonadherent CSMA protocol. First, the
protocol divides the continuous time axis into discrete time
slots of different lengths, namely, idle time slot a, collision
time slot b, and success time slot c. The width of the time
slots is the transmission time of a message packet. All users
can access the network channel and start sending data only
at the beginning of the time slice synchronously. When a
node wants to send data, it first listens to the channel, and
if only one information packet arrives in the channel, it
sends it successfully; if two or more information packets
are connected to the channel at the same time, it decides
to continue sending with probability P or abort sending with
probability (1-P) and then delays the time slot a and waits
for the next time slice to start sending again [14–17].

The model diagram proposed in this paper is shown in
Figure 2, and the following assumptions are made for the
mathematical model (assuming that the channel is in an
ideal operating state with no noise and no interference):

(1) The channel access method is the P-CSMA control
protocol; the arrival process of each station on the
channel is independent of each other; when the
number of stations is large enough, then the distribu-
tion on the channel approximates the Poisson distri-
bution (parameter is G)

(2) The state in which the channel is idle is denoted by I,
and the length of the idle time slot is a; the state in
which the information packet in the channel collides
is denoted by B, and the length of the time slot in
which the collision occurs is b; the state in which
the information packet in the channel is successfully
sent is denoted by U , and the length of the success-
fully sent time slot is c

(3) Listening to the channel first for the duration of idle
and collision, and sending messages with probability
P when the channel is idle

(4) The number of users on the channel is a Poisson
flow

(5) The colliding packets will be retransmitted at a later
time, and the retransmitted information packets
have no effect on the channel arrival process

3.2. Throughput Analysis. The following assumptions are
made about the variables before analyzing the throughput
rate (using a single-channel model as an example), and then
a table of variables is drawn, as a result of Table 2.

(1) PfNu = ig denotes the probability distribution
function of i consecutive successful events U within
a transmission period Tn

(2) PfNbi = jg denotes the probability distribution
function of j consecutive compound events BI in a
transmission period Tn;

(3) PfNu = i, Nbi = jg denotes the joint probability dis-
tribution function of i consecutive successful events
U and j compound events BI within a transmission
period Tn

(4) Nu denotes the number of i consecutive successful
events U in a transmission period Tn;

(5) Nbi denotes the number of j consecutive compound
events BI in a transmission period Tn;

(6) Nb denotes the number of collision events in which
two and more message packets arrive in a transmis-
sion cycle Tn;

(7) Ni denotes the number of idle events I in which no
message packet arrives in a transmission cycle
Tn,Ni consists of two parts Ni1 and Ni2;

(8) Eu denotes the channel length of a successfully sent
message packet in a transmission period Tn;

B
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time slot
length

Time slot
length of
collision

tCAC

Information
grouping
arrival time

A CA BA B BA A

Idle time
slot
length

Figure 2: Schematic of the improved protocol.
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(9) Ei denotes the length of the channel in which no
information packet arrives in a transmission period
Tn;

(10) Eb denotes the channel length in which two and
more information packets arrive in the channel in
one transmission period Tn;

(11) Et denotes the length of the average delay in the
channel during a transmission period Tn;

(12) Tn denotes the channel length of a transmission
cycle

(13) Su denotes the throughput rate of the channel, Sb
denotes the collision rate of the channel, Si denotes
the idle rate of the channel, and St denotes the delay
rate of the channel

According to the Poisson distribution,

P X = Kð Þ = λK

K!
e−λ, ð1Þ

derives

P X = Kð Þ = aGð ÞK
K!

e−aG, ð2Þ

where a is the unit time length, G is the message group
arrival rate, and K is the number of arrived message groups.

The probability that only one message packet arrives in
time slot c of success period U is given by the following:

Pu 1ð Þ = cGe−cG: ð3Þ

The probability that no message grouping arrives is
given by the following:

Pu 0ð Þ = e−cG: ð4Þ

The probability that only one message packet arrives in
the time slot of the nonsuccessful cycle BI is determined with
probability P to be sent by the following:

Pbi 1ð Þ = apGe−apG: ð5Þ

The probability that no message group arrives is
given by:

Pbi 0ð Þ = e−apG: ð6Þ

According to the derivation, equations (7) and (8)
can be obtained

P Nu = if g = cGe−cG
À Ái−1 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
, ð7Þ

P Nbi = jf g = 1 − apGe−apG
À Áj−1

apGe−apG: ð8Þ

Since the i successful events U and j nonsuccessful
events BI occurring consecutively in a transmission

Table 2: Table of variables.

Symbol Definition

P Nu = if g Probability distribution function of i consecutive successful events U in a transmission period Tn

P Nbi = jf g Probability distribution function ofjconsecutive compound events B in a transmission period Tn

P Nu = i, Nbi = jf g The joint probability distribution function of i consecutive successful events U and j compound events BI in a
transmission period Tn

Nu The number of consecutive i successful events U in a transmission period Tn

Nbi The number of j consecutive compound events BI in a transmission period Tn

Nb The number of collision events in which two and more message packets arrive in a transmission period Tn

Ni The number of idle events I in which no message packet arrives in a transmission cycle Tn

Eu The length of the channel in which the message packet is successfully sent in a transmission period Tn

Ei The length of the channel in which no information packet arrives in a transmission period Tn

Eb The length of the channel in which two and more information packets arrive in the channel in one transmission period
Tn

Et Length of channel time delay

Tn Channel length for one transmission cycle

Su Channel throughput rate

Si Channel idle rate

Sb Collision rate of the channel

St Time delay rate of the channel
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period Tn are independent repeated events, the joint
probability distribution is derived from

P Nu = i, Nbi = jf g = P Nu = if g ∗ P Nbi = jf g
= cGe−cG
À Ái−1 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
Á 1 − apGe−apG
À Áj−1

apGe−apG:

ð9Þ

According to the expectation formula of the joint proba-
bility distribution in equation (9) above, the average number
of time slots for the successful transmission of message packets
U in the channel in a transmission period Tn is obtained from

Nu = 〠
∞

i=1
〠
∞

j=1
iP Nu = i,Nbi = jf g = 〠

∞

i=1
〠
∞

j=1
i cGe−cG
À Ái−1

Á 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

1 − apGe−apG
À Áj−1

apGe−apG

=
1

1 − cGe−cG
:

ð10Þ

Similarly, the average number of time slots of the compos-
ite event BI in a transmission period Tn in which no message
packet is successfully sent in the channel can be calculated by

Nbi = 〠
∞

i=1
〠
∞

j=1
jP Nu = i, Nbi = jf g = 〠

∞

i=1
〠
∞

j=1
j cGe−cG
À Ái−1

Á 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

1 − apGe−apG
À Áj−1

apGe−apG

=
1

apGe−apG
:

ð11Þ

The average number of time slots of idle events I in a
transmission period Tn in which no information packets
arrive in the channel is

Ni =Ni1 +Ni2, ð12Þ

where Ni1 denotes the number of idle events in the last
time slot of successful packets without information packet
arrivals and Ni2 denotes the number of idle events in the
channel without information packet arrivals in BI consecu-
tive events, so

Ni1 =
Pu 0ð Þ

1 − Pu 1ð Þ =
e−cG

1 − cGe−cG
, ð13Þ

Ni2 =Nbi∗Pbi 0ð Þ = e−apG

apGe−apG
=

1
apG

: ð14Þ

From equations (13) and (14), we get Ni

Ni =Ni1 +Ni2 =
e−cG

1 − cGe−cG
+

1
apG

=
apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

apG 1 − cGe−cG
À Á :

ð15Þ

.
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Figure 3: Multipriority access model.
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Since the composite event Nbi is derived from (11), Nb
can be derived as

Nb = Nbi −Ni =
1

apGe−apG
−

e−cG

1 − cGe−cG
−

1
apG

=
1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À Á :

ð16Þ

Therefore, the time slot length Ei of idle events in a
transmission cycle is the following:

Ei =
a apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

apG 1 − cGe−cG
À Á : ð17Þ

The time slot length Eb of a collision event in one
transmission cycle is the following:

Eb = Nb∗b =
b 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À Á :

ð18Þ

The time slot length of a successful event in a transmis-
sion cycle is the following:

Eu =Nu∗c =
c

1 − cGe−cG
: ð19Þ

In this paper, assuming that the transmission time
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Figure 4: Multipriority timing diagram (with three priority levels as an example).
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length and the idle time slot length a are equal, the channel
length Tn of one transmission cycle can be obtained as

Therefore, based on the throughput rate, equation (22)
can be derived

Whether the loop
condition is satisfied

System initialization

Counting the
number of

arrivals obeying
Poisson

distribution

Yes

Calculate the idle
rate, success rate
and collision rate

If r = 1
the number of

successful
message groups

plus 1

No

End

If r = 0
the number of
idle message
groups plus 1

If r > 1
the number of

collision
information

groups plus 1

Figure 5: Flow chart of simulation experiment.

Tn = Ni ∗ a + Nb ∗ b + að Þ + Nu ∗ c + að Þ, ð20Þ

Tn = Ei + Eu + Eb =
ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG

apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG
À Á :

ð21Þ

Su =
acpGe−apG

ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG : ð22Þ
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Figure 6: Throughput, collision, and idle rates at low load for
P = 0:2.
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Figure 7: Throughput, collision, and idle rates at low load for
P = 0:5.
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Figure 8: Throughput rate, collision rate, and idle rate at low load
for P = 1.
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Figure 9: Throughput, collision, and idle rates under high load for
P = 0:2.
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Figure 10: Throughput, collision, and idle rates under high load for
P = 0:5.
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Figure 11: Throughput, collision and idle rates under high load for
P =1.
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Similarly, the collision rate of the system can be derived
as Eq. (23):

The idle rate of the system is equation (24):

4. Multipriority Mechanism for
Communication Channels

4.1. Principle of Multipriority Mechanism. Due to the limited
channel resources, the probability of simultaneous message
access to the channel increases when the number of message
packet arrival rates is too large. Too many random accesses
cause a sharp decrease in the throughput rate of the commu-
nication system and a subsequent increase in the collision
rate, which leads to a waste of channel resources and energy.
In order to reduce the collision of message packets and
improve the throughput rate of the communication system

when the amount of information is too large, a multipriority
mechanism is incorporated [18–20]. The information
packets sent by users are classified into different priorities
according to their different service requirements, and the
number of edge servers occupied by different priorities when
accessing the channel is different. Assume that the commu-
nication system consists of N channels and that there are N
message packet priorities. The information packets are
sorted according to priority, from 1 to N . The information
packet with priority 1 can occupy channel 1 for sending,
the packet with priority 2 can occupy two channels, i.e.,
channels 1 and 2 for sending, and so on, and the packet with
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Figure 12: c = 1, throughput rate for different priority levels under
low load.
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Figure 13: c = 2, throughput rates for different priority levels under
low load.

Sb = Eb
Tn

=
b 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG : ð23Þ

Si =
ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG : ð24Þ
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priority N can occupy channels 1 to N . In the deployment of
edge servers, the higher the priority, the more users can
occupy the number of servers [17]. The multipriority access
model is shown in Figure 3, and the timing diagram is
shown in Figure 4.

4.2. Multipriority Theory Derivation. Based on the principle
of the multipriority mechanism, the throughput rate of a
message grouping with priority 1 can be derived, as shown
in

Similarly, the throughput rate of a message grouping
with priority 2 is shown in
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Figure 15: c = 10, throughput rates for different priority levels
under low load.
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Figure 14: c = 5, throughput rates for different priority levels under
low load.

Su1 =
acp G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ

ae−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ − e−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að Þp G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ :

ð25Þ

Su21 =
acp G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ

ae−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ − e−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að Þp G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ ,

ð26Þ

Su22 =
acp G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/N−1ð Þ

ae−ap G/N−1ð Þ ap G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−c G/N−1ð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−c G/N−1ð Þ − e−ap G/N−1ð Þ ap G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−c G/N−1ð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−c G/N−1ð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að Þp G/ N − 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/N−1ð Þ ,

ð27Þ
Su2 = Su21 + Su22

= 〠
2

x=1

acp G/N − x + 1ð Þe−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ

ae−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/N−x+1ð Þ − e−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að Þp G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ

 !
:

ð28Þ
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Therefore, the throughput rate of a message grouping
with priority r is shown in

5. System Average Delay Derivation

5.1. Average Delay of Single Channel System. According to
the principle of the protocol proposed in this paper, the
propagation delay of each information packet in a busy cycle
is a, and it is assumed that the idle time slot is not a delay
time slot. The average delay is the ratio of the total delay
of collision and successful message packets in one transmis-
sion cycle to the length of one transmission cycle.

According to the above equations (10) and (16), it is
obtained that

Et = a∗ Nu +Nbð Þ,

Et = a∗
1

1 − cGe−cG
+
1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
 !

:

ð30Þ

Therefore, the average time delay St is
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Figure 16: C = 1 Throughput rate for different priority levels under
high load.
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Figure 17: C = 2 Throughput rate for different priority levels under
high load.

Sur = 〠
r

x=1

acp G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ

ae−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ − e−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/N − x + 1ð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að Þp G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ

 !

= 〠
r

x=1
G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þð Þ acpGe−apG

ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG :

ð29Þ

St =
Et
Tn

St =
a∗ 1/1 − cGe−cG
À Á

+ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

/apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ ÁÀ Á

ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að ÞpGe−apGÀ Á
/apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
=
a∗ 1/ 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
+ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
/apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ ÁÀ Á
∗ apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG

À ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG :

ð31Þ
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Figure 18: C = 5 Throughput rate for different priority levels under
high load.
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Figure 19: C = 10 Throughput rate for different priority levels
under high load.
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Figure 20: Throughput of the system for different values of P.
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Figure 21: System throughput for different protocols.
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5.2. Average Delay for Multichannel Multipriority Systems.
Based on the theoretical derivation of multipriority, it is
known that the message grouping delay with priority 1 is

The delay of a message packet with priority 2 is

The time delay of a message packet with priority r is
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Figure 22: Average delay of a single channel under low load.

St1 =
a∗ 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ − e−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á

∗ ap G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ Á
ae−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ Á

+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ − e−ap G/Nð Þ ap G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð Þ + 1 − c G/Nð Þe−c G/Nð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að Þp G/Nð Þe−ap G/Nð Þ :

ð32Þ

St2 = 〠
2

x=1

a∗ 1/1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á
+ 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ − e − e−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ Á

/ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þeap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ ÁÀ Á
∗ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þeap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ 1 − c G/N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ

ae−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð ÞÀ Á
+ b + að Þ 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ − e−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ ap G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−c G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ + 1 − c G/ N − x + 1ð Þð ÞeN−x+1

À ÁÀ Á
+ a c + að Þp G/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þe−ap G/ N−x+1ð Þð Þ :

ð33Þ

Str = 〠
r

x=1
1/ N − x + 1ð Þð Þ a

∗ 1/ 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

+ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

/apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ ÁÀ Á

∗ apGe−apG 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

ae−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À Á

+ b + að Þ 1 − cGe−cG − e−apG apGe−cG + 1 − cGe−cG
À ÁÀ Á

+ a c + að ÞpGe−apG :

ð34Þ
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6. Analysis of Simulation Experiments

6.1. Flow of Simulation Experiment Procedure. This experi-
mental simulation program is designed and implemented
by MATLAB R2018b software. The number of information
grouping arrivals in the program relies on the Poisson distri-
bution function for random generation, and the program
flowchart is shown in Figure 5.

In this MATLAB simulation, the Poisson distribution
function is used to generate the number of random events,
and the number is considered the number of simultaneous
arrivals of information groups. In order to avoid the chance
of the experiment and increase the credibility of the experi-
mental data, the function is embedded in a for loop, which
generates 10,000 random numbers satisfying the distribution.
The loop condition in the above figure is whether 10,000 ran-
dom numbers are generated using the Poisson distribution
function, and the loop is jumped out when the condition is sat-
isfied. Finally, we will count the number of collisions, idle, and
successful message groupings, respectively.

6.2. Experimental Analysis of Throughput Rate, Collision
Rate, and Idle Rate of the System under Single Channel

6.2.1. Experimental Results in a Low Competition Scenario
(with the Highest Arrival Rate of 10 to Simulate a Low
Competition Scenario). The idle time slot length a is taken
as 0.1, and the collision time slot length b is taken as 0.5 in
the simulation experiment.

According to Figures 6–8, the throughput rate of the sys-
tem increases gradually, the collision rate increases, and the

idle rate decreases gradually from 1 to 0. The difference is
that the larger the success time slot value, the larger the
throughput rate of the system when the arrival rate is the
same. Regardless of the value of P and the size of c, the sys-
tem metrics reach the inflection point when the arrival rate
is close to 2. The maximum throughput rate of the system
is close to 0.9, and the maximum collision rate is less than
0.1 when c = 10, and close to 0.5 and 0.25 when c = 1. It
can also be seen that the larger the value of P, the faster
the throughput rate reaches a relatively stable state when
the arrival rate is small. For example, with P = 1, the
throughput rate reaches its maximum when the arrival rate
is about 2 and the collision rate starts to rise sharply; with
P = 0:2, the throughput rate of the system reaches its maxi-
mum when the arrival rate reaches about 10. The different
values of P have less impact on the maximum value of the
throughput rate, and with three probability values, the max-
imum throughput rate is about 0.5 with c = 1, about 0.65
with c = 2, and about 0.82 with c = 5 The maximum
throughput rate is about 0.82, and the maximum throughput
rate for c = 10 is about 0.9. Thus, it can be seen that the size
of the success time slot affects the maximum throughput rate
of the system, and the size of the P value affects the size of
the arrival rate corresponding to the maximum throughput
rate when the system is taken.

Figure 6 shows the curves of throughput, collision rate,
and idle rate of the channel with arrival rate G for successful
time slots of 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slot lengths at low load with
transmission probability P = 0:2. Regardless of the value of c,
the throughput rate and collision rate increase gradually
with increasing arrival rate, and the idle rate decreases
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Figure 23: Average delay of a single channel under high load.
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gradually to 0 with increasing arrival rate. c = 1, the corre-
sponding maximum throughput rate is close to 0.5; c = 2,
the corresponding maximum throughput rate is close to
0.65; c = 5, the corresponding maximum throughput rate is
close to 0.82; c = 10, the corresponding maximum throughput
rate is close to 0.9. The throughput rate of the channel corre-
sponding to c = 10 is consistently higher than that of the case
when c is taken as 1, 2, and 5, regardless of the size of G. It
can also be seen that the collision and idle rates of the system
are smaller for the same value of c than for the case when the
loadG is taken as 1, 2, and 5 timeslots. It shows that the longer
success time slot is equivalent to reducing the length of the
time slot occupied by the collision and idle message groups,
so the collision and idle rates of the system will decrease and
the throughput rate will increase, while the collision time slot
length remains unchanged.

Figure 7 shows the throughput, collision, and idle rates
of the channel with arrival rate G for successful time slots
of 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slot lengths at low load with transmis-
sion probability P = 0:5. Unlike the case of P = 0:2, the
throughput rate of the system basically does not change for
arrival rates greater than 2, regardless of the value of c. The
similarity is that the higher the value of c, the higher the
throughput rate of the system for the same arrival rate.

Figure 8 shows the curves of throughput rate, collision
rate, and idle rate of the channel with arrival rate G for
successful time slots taking 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slot lengths
at low load with transmit probability P = 1. Compared to
P = 0:5, the throughput rate of the system reaches an
inflection point at less than 2, and then the throughput
rate basically plateaus as the arrival rate increases.

Combining Figures 6–8, it can be seen that the larger the
P value, the faster the throughput rate reaches a relatively
stable state when the arrival rate is small, and the different
values of P have less impact on the maximum throughput
rate. Under the three probability fetches, the maximum
throughput rate is about 0.5 for c = 1, 0.65 for c = 2, 0.82
for c = 5, and 0.9 for c = 10. Thus, it can be seen that the size
of the successful time slot affects the maximum throughput
rate of the system in a low competition scenario, and the size
of the P value affects the size of the arrival rate correspond-
ing to the maximum throughput rate when the system
is fetched.

6.2.2. Experimental Results in a High Competition Scenario
(with a Maximum Arrival Rate of 100 to Simulate a High
Competition Scenario). The idle time slot length a is taken
as 0.1, and the collision time slot length b is taken as 0.5 in
the simulation experiment.

Figure 9 shows the curves of throughput rate, collision
rate, and idle rate with arrival rate G for channels with suc-
cessful time slots taken to 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slots length at
high load with transmit probability P = 0:2. Unlike low load,
the throughput rate of the channel starts to show a decreas-
ing trend when the arrival rate reaches above 20, but the
throughput rate is still above 0.8 when the success time slot
is taken to 10 and at the arrival rate of 100.

Figure 10 shows the curves of throughput rate, collision
rate, and idle rate with arrival rate G for channels with suc-
cessful time slots taken as 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slot lengths for
transmit probability P = 0:5 under high load. It is clearly
seen that the throughput of the channel at P = 0:5 drops
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Figure 25: Average delay for c = 2 low load multipriority.
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Figure 24: Average delay for c = 1 low load multipriority.
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sharply after reaching 20, and at an arrival rate of 100, the
throughput corresponding to a success time slot taken to
10 is higher than the other values but only close to 0.4.

Figure 11 shows the curves of throughput rate, collision
rate, and idle rate with arrival rate G for channels with suc-
cessful time slots taking 1, 2, 5, and 10 time slot length at
high load with transmit probability P = 1. It is clearly seen
that the throughput rate of the channel at P = 0:5 drops
sharply after reaching 10, and at an arrival rate of 100, all
throughput rates approach 0, regardless of the value of c.

In summary, under high load, regardless of the value of c
, the throughput rate is not as good as that under low load
when the arrival rate is close to 100, but the throughput rate
is also higher under high load when c = 10 and P = 0:2.
Therefore, as long as we ensure that c is relatively large,
and P is relatively small, we can ensure that the three-time
slot P-CSMA protocol also has better performance under
high load.

6.3. Throughput Rate, Collision Rate, and Idle Rate of the
System with Multiple Channels and Multiple Priorities

6.3.1. Experimental Results in Low Competition Scenarios. In
the simulation experiment, take a = 0:1, b = 0:5, and P = 0:2.

As can be seen in Figures 12–15, the throughput rates for
different priority levels increase with increasing arrival rates,
regardless of the value of c (the maximum arrival rate is
taken to be 10). When c takes the same value, the higher
the priority level, the higher the throughput rate of the chan-
nel at the same arrival rate; when the priority level is the
same, the higher the value of c takes, the higher the through-

put rate of the channel at the same arrival rate. Therefore,
the higher the value of c, the higher the priority level and
the higher the corresponding throughput rate for the same
arrival rate.

6.3.2. Experimental Results under High Competition
Scenarios. As can be seen in Figures 16–19, the throughput
rate of the channel also increases with the arrival rate at high
load (the maximum arrival rate is taken as 50). The higher
the value of c, the higher the corresponding throughput rate
for the same priority level at the same arrival rate. The
higher the priority level for the same value of c, the higher
the corresponding throughput rate at the same arrival rate.

6.4. Throughput, Collision, and Idle Rates of the System with
Different Probabilities. Figure 20 shows the variation curve
of the throughput rate with G for the system corresponding
to the values of P taken as 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1 for a successful
time slot length c of 10. From this figure, it can be seen that
the maximum throughput rate of the system is basically the
same; the difference is that as P increases, the number of
loads G for which the system takes the maximum through-
put rate decreases. The reason is that, as P increases, the
probability of the system sending information packets
directly after they arrive increases, thus increasing the possi-
bility of collision of information packets. So once the maxi-
mum throughput rate is reached, the larger G is, the more
information packets access the channel at the same time,
which means that the more information packets arriv, the
more likely collision will occur, then the throughput rate will
drop and finally converge to 0.
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Figure 27: Average delay for c = 10 low load multipriority.
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Figure 26: Average delay for c = 5 low load multipriority.
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6.5. Comparison of System Throughput Rates under Different
Protocols. Figure 21 represents the throughput rate of the
present improved novel CSMA (a = 0:5, b = 0:1, c = 10, and
P = 0:2) protocol with nonadherent CSMA (a = 0:1, b = 1,
and c = 1) protocol, 1 adherent CSMA (a = 0:1, b = 1,
and c = 1) protocol, and P adherent CSMA (a = 0:1, b = 1,
c = 1, and P = 0:2) protocol with the G curve. From the
figure below, it can be seen that the improved CSMA pro-
tocol has the highest throughput rate with the same value
of G, and the throughput rate is about 0.9 at G of 10; the
next highest throughput rate is the nonadherent CSMA,
which takes the maximum value of 0.6 at G of 3; the sec-
ond highest is the 1 adherent CSMA, whose maximum
value is about 0.5; the throughput rate of the P adherent
CSMA is the worst compared to the other three protocols,
whose maximum throughput rate is less than 0.3. In sum-
mary, the performance of this new and improved triple-
time slot P-CSMA protocol is the best regardless of the
value of the load.

6.6. Analysis of Average Time Delay Simulation
Experiment Results

6.6.1. Average Delay of a Single Channel. Figures 22 and 23
correspond to the average delay of a single channel under
low and high load, respectively. From the above figures, it
can be seen that the load is proportional to the delay of the
communication channel when c takes the same value, and
the higher the load, the higher the channel delay. The reason
is that the propagation delay of each information packet in
the busy cycle is a, that is, whether the information packet

is sent successfully or not, there will be a propagation delay
of a after arriving at the channel, so the more information
packets are sent, the corresponding channel delay will be
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Figure 30: Average delay for c = 5 high load multipriority.
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Figure 29: Average delay for c = 2 high load multipriority.
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Figure 28: Average delay for c = 1 high load multipriority.
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larger. Among them, the larger the value of the success time
slot c is, the smaller the average delay of the channel will be
for the same arrival rate. Because, the larger the value of c,
the longer a transmission period Tn, the average delay of
the channel will be reduced if the transmission delay of each
message packet remains unchanged.

6.6.2. Average Delay of Multiple Channels. As can be seen
from Figures 24–27, when c takes the same value, at the
same arrival rate, the higher the priority level, the higher
the average delay of the channel, and the average delay of
the channel increases with the arrival rate; at the same prior-
ity level, at the same arrival rate, the larger the value of c
takes, the smaller the average delay of the channel. Because
the higher the priority level, the more the number of chan-
nels occupied by the sending packet, there will be a delay
of size a in each channel for the sending packet, so the
higher the number of channels, the higher the average delay
of the channel. In addition, as with single channel, the larger
the value of c is taken, the larger the transmission period Tn
is, and the larger the c is, the smaller the average delay is
under sending the same message packet.

Figures 28–31 correspond to the average delay of the
channel under high load when c takes different values.

As in the case under low load, the higher the c, the lower
the priority and the lower the average delay of the channel
for the same arrival rate. The average delay of the channel
is proportional to the arrival rate of the message packet,
i.e., the higher the arrival rate, the higher the average delay
of the channel.

7. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new
communication protocol model. In the edge server network,
for the problem that the traditional CSMA protocol does not
have a high throughput rate under high load, this paper pro-
poses a three-time slot P-insistence CSMA protocol with
multiple priorities and variable success time. Through simu-
lation experiments, it can be seen that the longer the success
time, the lower the probability of sending and the less the
possibility of collision of message packets, and thus the
higher the throughput rate of the system under high load,
with constant idle time and collision time. Under the multi-
user multiedge server condition, the higher the priority level
of the user, the more edge servers are occupied, and the
user’s information can be sent successfully even under high
load relatively easily. Finally, the new P-CSMA protocol
(C = 10; P = 0:2) proposed in this paper is compared with
other protocols, and the experimental results show that the
throughput rate of this protocol is always higher than other
protocols, and it also has better performance at higher loads.
We expect that this protocol provides a better solution for
improving the throughput performance of an edge server
network used by multiple users.
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